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YEAR IN REVIEW
WELCOME TO YOUR ANNUAL
UPDATE FROM PERPETUAL.
INSIDE, YOU’LL FIND:
• An overview of how investment markets
have performed over the past 12 months,
and what this means for your investments
with Perpetual
• Insights from our investment experts about
what to expect in the year ahead
• Answers to some frequently asked questions
around end of financial year, and
• How to get in touch with us and keep up to
date with the latest news and insights.

IN THE NEWS
Finance writer John Collett recently wrote about
the top performing Australian share funds in
Fairfax’s Money section, based on analysis by
investment researcher Morningstar. The research
“identifies a handful of fund managers who do
deliver on their promises – with long track records
of outperforming the Australian share market”
with Perpetual funds taking out five of the top ten
spots, as outlined in Table 1.
As Mr Collett noted:
The best performers tend to be the ones who
can stand fast with the market running against
them and maintain the same investment
philosophy and process year after year.
At Perpetual, we believe our results come from
deep experience, patience and discipline. We are
able to add value for investors over the long term
through our value investment philosophy, our
time-tested, bottom-up stock selection process
and the experience of our investment teams.
Right now, our equities investment team of 24
professional investors has an average experience
of 14 years, our largest and most experienced
team in the last decade.

KEEPING YOU INFORMED
At Perpetual, we believe that a more informed investor is
a better investor. Email is the fastest and most convenient
way to keep up to date with the latest market trends and
hear the investment insights from our team. Email is also
the quickest way for us to contact you or respond to any
queries you have about your investments with us.
To provide us with your preferred email address, or to
update your current contact details, simply:
• Log in to your Online Account Access, or
• Complete a ‘Change of instructions’ form, available to
download from our website, or
• Call Investor Services on 1800 022 033.

TABLE 1: Consistently Best-Performing Managers
– Ten Years Ending 30 June 2016*
NAME

MORNINGSTAR
ANALYST RATING™

Platypus Australian Equities – Wholesale

Neutral

Perpetual Wholesale Ethical SRI Fund

Neutral

Perpetual Wholesale SHARE-PLUS
Long-Short Fund

Silver

Perpetual Wholesale Industrial
Share Fund

Bronze

Perpetual Wholesale Concentrated
Equity Fund

Silver

Perpetual Wholesale Australian Share
Fund

Bronze

Investors Mutual WS Australian Share

Bronze

Investors Mutual All Industrials Shares

Bronze

Hyperion Australian Growth Companies

Silver

Fidelity Australian Equities

Gold

*Reverse alphabetical order
Source: Morningstar Australian Equities Sector Wrap, 13 February 2017.
(For report dates of the Morningstar Analyst ratings of Perpetual funds
please refer to the back page.)

2016/17
FINANCIAL YEAR
AT A GLANCE
AUSTRALIAN SHAREMARKET
The Australian stock market delivered positive returns in
FY2017 with the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index rising
13.8% to 30 June, driven by broad contributions from
all but two sectors. Banks grew revenue and managed
expenses well, credit quality was sound, and bad and
doubtful debts remained historically low resulting in
earnings growth. However, with housing affordability
and interest rates both at all-time lows we continue to
remain watchful. Resources stocks finished the year
higher, benefiting from rising commodities prices as

well as better than expected cost discipline, allowing
them to deleverage their balance sheets and increase their
dividends. Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), utilities
and infrastructure stocks remained highly sought-after
for their attractive dividend yields, in spite of a correction
earlier in the year when bond yields sold off. The weakest
sector was telecommunications which is undergoing
structural change as the industry transitions to the
National Broadband Network (NBN), resulting in industry
consolidation, increased competition and lower prices.

GLOBAL SHAREMARKET
Equity markets abroad returned positive gains over
the year, despite several key geopolitical events
including the US and French presidential elections,
and more recently the UK general election. The major
US sharemarket indices all rose to record highs as
earnings accelerated to the best year-on-year growth
in six years, beating market expectations. Technology
stocks were the standout, with the so-called ‘FANG’
stocks (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Google) delivering
share price gains of up to 58.6% over the year.
European markets also performed strongly as the

economic recovery continued – in the UK the FTSE
100 gained 12.4%, the German DAX was up 27.3%, and
the French CAC 40 rose 20.8%. Across equity markets
globally a consistent theme is valuations continuing
to trade above their long-term historical averages, and
value as an investment style has been underperforming
its growth counterpart. However, there are always
opportunities to own high quality companies trading
below fair value, and as a value manager this has
simply meant we have had to work much harder to
identify these.

INFLATION, INTEREST RATES AND CREDIT SPREADS
The Australian economy was patchy through 2016/17
financial year with the annual rate of growth slowing
to just 1.7% by the end of the March quarter. Despite
some strong leading indices, a home construction boom
and a rebound in commodity prices, weak consumer
spending emerged as the new threat to the Australian
economy. Low inflation allowed the Reserve Bank of
Australia (RBA) to lower interest rates again in August
to 1.5%. However, the resultant house price surge and the
switch to a new RBA Governor refocused attention on
the health of household balance sheets, which are laden

with record levels of debt. This problem was accentuated
by wage growth falling to new multi-decade lows and
underemployment rising to a multi-decade high.
New regulatory restrictions on investment loans and
out-of-cycle rate hikes by the banks helped cool
speculative excess going into 2017, and the government
delivered a big-spending infrastructure budget which
slugged foreigners and the big banks. Despite fears of
the loss of Australia’s AAA credit rating, the Australian
dollar remained stubbornly high and bond markets were
fairly subdued.

INVESTMENT MANAGER VIEWPOINT
We asked Perpetual’s experts what’s in store for the coming year and
where they are seeing challenges and opportunities for investors.
Paul Skamvougeras
Head of Equities
After a strong performance in FY2017,
the outlook for the Australian sharemarket remains
challenging for investors. With only modest revenue
growth forecasts and cost-out opportunities becoming
exhausted, we remain cautious – particularly given
where valuations are currently relative to history.
However there are always opportunities to own high
quality companies, with strong balance sheets that can
pay dividends through a business cycle. We continue to
actively and prudently seek these out.
Looking at the year ahead, investors should be
considering the implication of higher interest rates
on their portfolios and what impact that may have on
future returns. In recent years, REITs, infrastructure
and utilities have been highly sought-after for their
attractive dividend yields, becoming expensive to own.
But these stocks’ valuations are particularly sensitive
to changes in interest rates, so investors should remain
watchful as central banks globally begin to raise
official interest rates.

Michael O’Dea
Head of Multi Asset
It is a challenging environment for
investors right now. One key concern is that many
‘defensive’ assets (for example, government bonds)
offer very low returns, tempting investors to take more
risk in order to bolster returns. Meanwhile, valuations
across ‘growth’ asset classes (for example, shares and
property) are above historical averages. Many are
therefore asking whether it is a prudent strategy to
increase risk today.
So what are my thoughts about investing in this
challenging world?
• It is important to manage, rather than avoid, risk.
Avoiding risk today means you will lock in low
returns. The best way to manage risk is to know
what an investment is worth – its ‘intrinsic value’ –
and pay significantly less.
• To capture investment opportunities we search
widely, assess carefully, and implement quickly.
Genuine diversification needs to be coupled with
the ability to change portfolios decisively when
opportunities, or new risks, become evident.

Garry Laurence
Global Equities Portfolio Manager
The outlook for global equities remained
favourable at the end of the financial year with rising
business and consumer confidence providing support
to the earnings cycle, particularly in Europe and Asia
where valuations are cheaper. Whilst valuations are
higher in the US there many individual opportunities
and the prospect of stimulus and tax cuts later in 2017
are still in the offing.
We continue to like many financial sector stocks as
economic reflation gathers pace. We remain cautious
about expensive defensive and yield sectors like real
estate, telecommunications and utilities as central
banks contemplate the end of Quantitative Easing
(QE) and prepare investors for higher interest rate
settings. We remain invested in quality businesses
with strong balance sheets and continue to hold cash
to deploy as opportunities arise.

Michael Korber
Head of Credit
Following strong performance over the
2017 financial year for Perpetual’s suite of cash and
fi xed income funds, our outlook indicators now point
to relative stability in corporate credit spreads going
forward. This anticipated change in trend away from
strong spread contraction is underpinned by our view
on fi xed interest valuations, macroeconomic factors,
supply and demand observations and financial market
technical indicators. Contrary to dynamics observed
over the past year in financial markets, our current
view is that in order for the funds to perform well,
skill in security selection will become a more
prominent feature of positive performance in the
corporate credit space.
Active management and a continuing appetite to
seek out attractively priced, appropriately risked
securities will become an increased feature of our
performance. Through stringent research and careful
diversification across both domestic and offshore
exposures, we remain appropriately poised to take
advantage of securities offering superior income with
less risk than many other assets.

YOUR KEY QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
It’s important you understand
your investment and how we are
performing for you, so Perpetual
welcomes the contact we receive
from investors every year. Here are
some of the most commonly asked
questions around the end of the
financial year.
Why did the unit price
of my fund go down after
30 June?
The unit price of a fund reflects
the value of a fund’s investments,
including any income that has been
accrued but not yet distributed. When
distributions are paid, the unit price
of a fund will usually decrease by an
amount equal to the distribution. As a
result, if your fund pays a distribution
on 30 June, for example, the unit price
will generally decrease on the same
day by the same amount.

What does ‘distributions
awaiting reinvestment’
mean on my statement?
Many of our clients choose to reinvest
their distributions in order to grow
their investment – it has been a
proven strategy. Any distributions
that will be reinvested are referred
to as a ‘distribution awaiting
reinvestment’. For example, if you
receive a distribution for the period
ending 30 June 2017 that you intend
to reinvest, that amount is referred
to as the ‘distribution awaiting
reinvestment’ on 1 July 2017.
Once all processing has been
completed this will appear as
‘distribution reinvested’. On your
annual statement for the 2017/18
financial year, the reinvestment
amount will be incorporated into
the opening balance and will not
appear as a separate transaction.

Where can I find the
fees I pay on my account?
It’s important that fees are
transparent and that you understand
what you are paying. The fees you
are charged will be shown in a dollar
amount on your annual statement.
They can also be found in the current
Product Disclosure Statement (PDS)
or Offer document, available on the
‘Forms, PDSs and Offer Documents’
section of our website at:
https://www.perpetual.com.au/
Resources-and-documents
How can I update my
contact details?
If you already have online account
access, then simply log in to provide
us with your updated contact details.
Otherwise, call us on 1800 022 033
and we’ll change your details over
the phone.

COMING SOON

INVESTMENT
SERIES

Watch out for our Global Equities Portfolio Manager Garry Laurence on
Channel 9 as part of The Investment Series. The educational TV show,
launching in October, shows investors how they can achieve their money
goals so they can live the life they want.

*The Morningstar Analyst ratings for Perpetual funds are as follows: Perpetual Wholesale Concentrated Equity (17 Oct 2016), Perpetual Wholesale SHARE-PLUS
Long-Short (17 Oct 2016), Perpetual Wholesale Australian (24 Dec 2016), Perpetual Wholesale Industrial (24 Dec 2016), Perpetual Wholesale Ethical SRI (24 Dec
2016) ©2017 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. Neither Morningstar, its affiliates, nor the content providers guarantee the data or content contained herein to
be accurate, complete or timely nor will they have any liability for its use or distribution. Any general advice or ‘class service’ have been prepared by Morningstar
Australasia Pty Ltd (ABN: 95 090 665 544, AFSL: 240892) and/or Morningstar Research Ltd, subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc, without reference to your objectives,
financial situation or needs. Refer to The Morningstar Financial Services Guide (FSG) for more information at www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf. You should
consider the advice in light of these matters and if applicable, the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (Australian products) or Investment Statement (New
Zealand products) before making any decision to invest. The Morningstar publications, ratings and products should be viewed as an additional investment resource,
not as your sole source of information. Past performance does not necessarily indicate a financial product’s future performance. To obtain advice tailored to your
situation, contact a professional financial adviser. Some material is copyright and published under licence from ASX Operations Pty Ltd ACN 004 523 782 (‘ASXO’).
This brochure has been prepared by Perpetual Investment Management Limited (PIML) ABN 18 000 866 535, AFSL 234426 and issued by Perpetual
Trustee Company Limited (PTCo) ABN 42 000 001 007, AFSL 236643. It is general information only and is not intended to provide you with financial
advice or take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider, with a financial adviser, whether the information is suitable
for your circumstances. The information is believed to be accurate at the time of compilation and is provided in good faith. This document may contain
information contributed by third parties. Neither PIML nor PTCo warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information contributed by a third party. Any
views expressed in this document are opinions of the author at the time of writing and do not constitute a recommendation to act. To the extent permitted
by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this information. The relevant Product Disclosure Statement (PDS)
issued by PIML should be considered before deciding whether to acquire or hold units in the fund. The PDS can be obtained by phoning 1800 022 033 or
visiting www.perpetual.com.au. No company in the Perpetual Group (Perpetual Group means Perpetual Limited ABN 86 000 431 827 and its subsidiaries)
guarantees the performance of any fund or the return of an investor’s capital, past performance is not indicative of future performance. 2545_0617

MORE INFORMATION
Investor Services 1800 022 033
Email investments@perpetual.com.au
www.perpetual.com.au

